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FOX O.M.G. KAIMANO

FOX O.M.G. KAIMANO

Italian Navy Special

Operation Unit

Combat/Diving knife

KAIMANO is the exclusive model of Italian 

Navy Special Operation Unit, and is built by 

following their strict specifications. The knife 

was developed with O.M.G. company that is 

one of the leading suppliers in Italy of diving 

material for the military. It has been tested 

very strictly in several conditions… It has 

been keep for more than one month inside 

sea water to test corrosion, and at the end 

has been selected as an official knife. All the 

features of the blade have been studied from 

the unit… We have followed their request 

for production of the knife and of the she-

ath that is applied in their respirators using 

the MOLLE system placed on the back side 

of the sheath. One of the best diving/combat 

knives actually used in the field.
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FOX O.M.G. KAIMANO

ART. OMG-1 FOX O.M.G. KAIMANO COMBAT DIVING KNIFE
 
Blades: Cobalt vanadium stainless steel N690Co length mm 140 - thickness mm 6,
 DLC (Diamond Like Carbon) coated blade very high scratch and salt corrosion resistant finishing
 that will arrive at HRC 70-72 in the surface.

Handles:  Made with high resistant FORPRENE® material, an elastopolymer with very high thermal proprieties
 from - 40°C to +150° C, it has very high grip power. The material is also very resistant to salt and acid
 corrosion and can be used in all wet situations. Total length of the handle is mm 120, including back
 side stainless steel 304 DLC coated hammer.

Sheath/clip:  Each sheath is made using Cordura and ballistic nylon. The sheath has an extra pocket that can be  
 easily detached and used separately. In the extra pocket you can find a place for a multi tool or even
 an extra gun magazine. The sheath is supplied with an leg strap. The modular idea of the sheath
 gives the possibility to use it in several positions.


